Check Point Software Technologies Ltd., worldwide leader in securing the Internet, is the only vendor to deliver Total Security for networks, data and endpoints, unified under a single management framework. Check Point provides customers with uncompromised protection against all types of threats, reduces security complexity and lowers total cost of ownership. Check Point first pioneered the industry with FireWall-1 and its patented stateful inspection technology. Today, Check Point continues to innovate with the development of the Software Blade architecture. The dynamic Software Blade architecture delivers secure, flexible and simple solutions that can be fully customized to meet the exact security needs of any organization or environment. Check Point customers include tens of thousands of businesses and organizations of all sizes including all Fortune 100 companies. Check Point's award-winning ZoneAlarm solutions protect millions of consumers from hackers, spyware and identity theft.

At Check Point, we recognize and value the unique talents of our employees. We push ourselves to grow and develop by taking on tasks out of our comfort zone and challenge ourselves to perform better and faster. We are highly committed and strive for excellence. We promote integrity and teamwork to give everyone an opportunity to excel.

In addition to a dynamic work environment, we offer employees comprehensive benefits packages consistent with local practices throughout the world and an employee stock purchase plan allowing employees to purchase Check Point stock at a discount.

If you:
  ▪ Want to work in a fast-paced, multi-cultural environment where everyone has the freedom to say what they think; and
  ▪ are smart, resilient and enjoy being challenged;
Then Check Point Software Technologies is where you want to be.
You are welcome to join us:

You are welcome to send CV to jobs@checkpoint.com

Below you can see open positions at Check Point:

1. **Software Developers:**
   ▪ Talented developers with 0-2 years’ experience in C, C++,Java UNIX/NT/Linux
   ▪ Graduates from leading universities - an advantage
   ▪ Experience in Networking Programming & Protocols / Kernel Programming / Client/Server Programming - an advantage
   ▪ Relevant Army experience – from leading technologies units (8200…)
   ▪ Flexibility, ability to work in a multi-tasked and dynamic environment
   ▪ Quick and creative solution finding abilities

2. **Java programmer requirements:**
   ▪ Software engineer with 2+ years’ experience in Java programming on the server side in a web project.
   ▪ Experience with : Servlets , JDBC , LDAP/Mail connectivity , JXL,Web services
   ▪ DBs – MySQL,MS-SQL
   ▪ OS – Linux , Windows
   ▪ Web server – Tomcat
   ▪ An advantage – client side knowledge – jsp,js,xml,ajax,xsl

3. **Content Developer**
   Develop content to Data Loss Prevention (DLP) product, in R&D department.
   DLP is a product which prevents leakage of sensitive data from organizations.

**Major responsibilities:**
DLP developer is responsible to research, analyze and implement new capabilities of the product, based on product’s existing engines; this includes: searching data in in the Internet, importing data
into the product configuration, definition, implementation of logical conditions (including writing scripts in some cases) and writing relevant description and technical documentation (in English).

- Graduate of science/engineering faculties or graduate of other faculties with IT related technical background and experience.
- Good technical skills
- Ability to retrieve information from the Internet and other wide sources
- Good communication and teamwork
- Experience as a Wikipedia editor/contributor – an advantage
- Experience as content developer in other areas (such as IPS protections or Gaming) – an advantage
- Experience in network security – an advantage.
- Experience or education as a knowledge specialist – an advantage

4. User Experience:
   **Major Responsibilities:**
   - Leading user-centered design activities related to the Check Point web applications.
   - Translate business requirements to user interface specifications and design concepts for applications.
   - Design and execute usability test procedures, including analytics, surveys & field testing.
   - Guide and train developers on usability principles, and provide them with working frameworks and designs.

   **Graphic Design:**
   - Design user interfaces for our web-based applications including; visual look & feel, graphics, styles, navigation and layout. Deliverables include design mockups, production of visual elements such as icons, controls and illustrations.
   - Review and communicate the consistency of web design parameters, style guides and visual Standards

   **Desired Background & Experience:**
   - 3 -5 years as User Experience Expert in web design and development, with direct experience with a variety of usability methods.
   - Usability testing \ users research experience.
   - Ability to independently creating mockups and prototypes
   - Ability to balance needs of a large number of concurrent projects and Self Learning abilities.
   - Expert knowledge of Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator (or similar tools)
   - Web technologies knowledge e.g. CSS, HTML,
   - Ability to grasp complex systems, and to communicate effectively with “technical guys” (users and developers), work effectively with cross-functional teams.
   - Excellent interpersonal and communication skills
   - Relevant academic degree, an advantage.

5. GUI Designer for Check Point’s UX team
   **Major Responsibilities:**
   We’re looking for an excellent GUI designer to join our UX team in Check Point’s Tel-Aviv offices. Great graphic design is a key element in Check Point’s user experience, so the right person for our team will have strong creative skills, familiarity with usability considerations, attention to details, and a passion for the digital and technological world.

   - Designing the UI of new and existing products, with impact on thousands of customers worldwide.
   - Deliver design mockups based on UX and creative requirements
   - Production of visual elements such as icons, UI widgets, illustrations, and implementation instructions.

   **Desired Background & Experience:**
   - Portfolio demonstrating UX-oriented visual design work
   - At least 2 years of GUI design experience, in a technical environment
   - Degree in design-related studies
   - Expertise using Photoshop and Illustrator
   - Good English (spoken and written)
   - Able to work under pressure
Full-time position

Advantages:
- Knowledge of 3D graphics and animation
- Knowledge of Expression Blend or similar tools
- Knowledge of CSS, HTML & Flash

6. Security Researcher:
- Technical Requirements:
  - Classic security knowledge (attacks, DoS, exploits, buffer overflows, etc).
  - Network (deep TCP/IP understanding, widely used protocols - DNS, HTTP(S), SMTP, FTP, VOIP).
  - Knowledge of cryptography - SSL, PKI
  - Problem solving - evasions (network evasion - all layers, file evasion - parsers, protocols - HTTP, SMTP)
  - Operating systems - system, kernel, drivers - how stuff works.
  - Reverse engineering (asm, debuggers, disassemblers)
  - Malware - detection, analysis, removal, evasions, etc.
  - Development (C/C++, scripting)
  - Deep experience with *nix systems
  - Forensics – advantage

7. C#/WPF developer
Major Responsibilities:
.NET WPF expert to Join the Renaissance team, design and create the UI for our next generation management solution.

Desired Background & Experience:
- Experience
  - At least 2 years of real working experience with WPF
  - 3-5 years of Windows application development
  - Advantage - Experience with infrastructure development
  - Advantage - Experience with relational databases

Technical Skills
- Highly capable in .Net 3.5 / 4.0 development
- Comfortable with XAML, styles, templates, triggers, etc.
- Strong object oriented programming skills
- Capable of creating software designs
- Capable of designing and implementing an appealing user interface
- Advantage - Knowledge in networking and security

Personal Skills
- Good communication skills and ability to work as part of a team
- Highly motivated and independent
- Quick learner

You are welcome to send CV to jobs@checkpoint.com